
IM#: 12-0001670

FlexFrameTM

workwall



FlexFrame workwall is designed to create high-performance workspaces 

that support the many ways people work—from individual private offices to 

open group work settings. Configured with functional surfaces and modular 

components, FlexFrame brings together storage, organization and built-in 

technology, all with the beauty of Steelcase wood.

timeless design.
limitless flexibility.

IM#: 12-0001641  |  FlexFrame in Ash veneer, Platinum painted metal and Celery fabric skins. 
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Today’s workers are constantly shifting between private and 

collaborative environments. From open spaces to the boardroom, 

FlexFrame can help you create spaces that support these 

dynamic workstyles, encourage sharing of information and offer 

convenient access to technology and data. 

collaboration 
meets 
inspiration.

IM#: 12-0001651  |  FlexFrame in Natural Walnut veneer and Midnight Metallic painted metal. 
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 IM#: 12-0001645  |  FlexFrame in Ash veneer, Platinum painted metal and Celery fabric skins. 

support the  
ways people  
work best.

FlexFrame is based on extensive research  

that revealed personal needs for storage, 

visual reminders of work in-process, and  

easy access to power and data. Rather  

than asking users to adapt, FlexFrame  

offers a flexible, custom solution that 

supports varying workstyles and habits.

FlexFrame was designed by Steelcase  

Design Studio in collaboration with  

Jorge Pensi Design Studio.  

providing zones for archived, 
active and anticipated work 
can increase effectiveness 
and efficiency.

FlexFrame works well with Steelcase Wood products. 
FlexFrame shown with Elective Elements® 6. 
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IM#: 12-0001677

IM#: 12-0001678



As your workspace needs shift and evolve, FlexFrame is 

designed to shift with them. It can be easily reconfigured to 

meet the needs of users and, on a larger scale, your entire 

organization. And installation is equally flexible. There’s no need 

to locate a stud or disrupt the drywall when reconfiguring.

as needs change,
a platform that evolves.

application range

Workwalls come in a range of sizes 
for total application flexibility.

small spaces

FlexFrame workwalls create high 
performance small footprint applications. 

reconfigurable

Components are easy to reconfigure and 
attachment to the frame is concealed.

To view an animation showing how FlexFrame can be  
easily reconfigured, visit steelcase.com/flexframe.
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IM#: 11-0003296 IM#: 12-0001640 IM#: 12-0001650

IM#: 12-0001629

IM#: 12-0001628  |  FlexFrame in Espresso Oak veneer, Platinum painted metal, Alloy Polar fabric skins and Ice White glass skins. 



drawers

FlexFrame offers drawer options to 
keep supplies and personal items 

concealed and organized.

With storage platforms and the ability to easily  

re-configure, FlexFrame puts paper-based information 

where it’s visible and easily accessible. Closed 

cabinets provide secure storage and create work 

environments that are clutter-free. 

organize.
store.
efficiently.

IM#: 11-0003300  |  FlexFrame in Natural Walnut veneer, Midnight Metallic painted metal, Alloy Polar fabric skins. 

piling support

FlexFrame is designed to create 
spaces that make work more visible 
and accessible to improve workflow.

shelving

Shelves support up to 200lbs each 
without needing to reinforce drywall.
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IM#: 12-0001634 IM#: 12-0001643 IM#: 11-0003275

IM#: 11-0003288



Accommodate various technology with a single 

system that keeps power and data cabling out of 

view. FlexFrame offers convenient connections 

for flat panel displays, power and data, and can 

seamlessly integrate with media:scape.

hidden technology.
visible information.

IM#: 12-0001642  |  FlexFrame in Arctic White laminate, Arctic White painted metal, Tinsel Ego fabric skins and Ice White glass skins.

grommet

Closed grommet keeps power  
and data cabling out of view.

technology skins

Provide convenient 
connections for power, data, 
and switching for LED light 
system virtually anywhere  
on a workwall.

tech center

Lid opens in either direction,  
offering easy connections  
to power, data and  
available media:scape. 
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IM#: 12-0001671

IM#: 12-0001655

IM#: 12-0001637

IM#: 12-0001638



• Data 
• Power

• Lights

Technology skin gives 
convenient access to power  
and data connections and  
can be used to switch all lights  
on an entire workwall.

LED lights mount flush 
in bottom of shelves.

FlexFrame workwall 
is designed to support 
large flat panel 
monitors. 

Cable management skins 
allow cable management 
and access to power.

Vertical workwall 
frame pieces allow wire 
management horizontally.

Shelves allow  
wire management 
vertically.

Base power connects 
to lights, tech skins, 
accessories, and furniture 
components.
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A Frame    
B Upper single shelf    
C Bin    
D Lower single shelf    

E  Double shelf    
F Skin   
G Drawer
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modular power

1 or 2 circuit power systems 
distribute power along the base  
of the workwall.

tv attachment skin

Support monitors up to 65".   
Available with optional  
media:scape shroud.

cable management skin

Flexible strip along bottom edge 
allows cords and cables to pass 
through. Easily remove skin to access 
power connections behind skin.  

led lighting

Energy efficient lighting is  
mounted flush in the bottom of 
shelves, bins and drawers.

flexible logic

Smart components, built-in technology support and inherent flexibility: FlexFrame creates a 

range of workspaces that can change easily at any time. So, whiteboards today can become 

flat screen monitors tomorrow. 



planning ideas

Download complete specifications and CAD files for these and other FlexFrame solutions 

at steelcase.com/planning ideas. Search using the names below each image.
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Collaborative Space 01 Collaborative Space 02 

Collaborative Space 04 Collaborative Space 05 

Collaborative Space 06 Collaborative Space 07

Private Office 01 Private Office 03 

Private Office 06 Private Office 09 

Project Room 03 In-between Space 01 
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SCS Indoor Advantage™ certified 

BIFMA level™ 2 certified

surface materials sustainability

statement of line

frames
24", 30", 36" W; 22", 48", 65", 80" H

drawers
24", 30", 36" W

bins
24", 30", 36" W

shelves
24", 30", 36" W; 12", 19" D

skins
24", 30", 36" W

desks & tables
72", 90" W; 36", 48" D

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF SPECIFICATIOnS AnD PARTS, PLEASE REFER TO ThE SPECIFICATIOnS gUIDE.

electrical 
24", 30", 36" W

laminates 

        Arctic White 2L30 

veneers 

        Ash 3042 

        Espresso Oak 3692 

        Graphite Walnut 3382 

        Natural Walnut 3312 

paints 

        Arctic White 4799 

        Platinum Metallic 4799 

        Midnight Metallic 7246 

fabrics 

        Alloy Polar P525 

        Celery 5F12 

        Tinsel Ego P517  

glass skins 

        Arctic White 6580 

 

For full listing of options visit us online.

Surface materials shown in brochure:

By rethinking our business systems and designing our products 
to avoid negative impacts on humans and the environment, we 
contribute to a sustainable future for the planet and its people. We 
commit to advance our practices through continuous learning and 
building partnerships with our customers, business partners and 
environmental thought leaders to optimize our performance and 
contribute to the science and practice of sustainability.

TO FInD OUT MORE vISIT
www.STEELCASE.CoM/SuSTAinABiLiTy

PEoPLE. PLAnET. PRoFiT.

level
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call 800.333.9939 or visit steelcase.com


